INNOVATION THAT
WORKS FOR YOU
uVCTTM New Coating Technology for Vinyl Composition Tile
uVCT™ is a revolutionary new coating system designed to replace high
maintenance acrylic waxes. uVCT™ requires no burnishing/restoring, and
will last several times longer than a wax before requiring recoating, all while
maintaining its original appearance with nothing other than regular wet mopping.
CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Thanks to ultraviolet technology, uVCT™ has superior chemical
resistance to virtually any other coating on the market. Even exposure to
Betadine® and many aggressive solvents have virtually no effect.
INNOVATIVE & SUSTAINABLE

SunFinish™ uVCT™ coatings are 100% solids, and cure with
UV light. This means the liquid turns completely to a solid
without evaporation, solvent, or hazardous crosslinkers. It
has near-zero VOCs, no HAPS, and is non-flammable.

DURABLE

uVCT™ is extremely durable and offers a long lasting
finish. The coating will typically last 4-10 times longer than a
traditional floor finish. uVCT is non-yellowing.

COST EFFECTIVE

uVCT™ eliminates the need for the labor intensive steps required to maintain
traditional finishes. Burnishing, restoring, frequent stripping and rewaxing are a
thing of the past.
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REDUCE COSTS

By eliminating stripping, buffing and burnishing, maintenance costs are dramatically reduced.
uVCTTM lasts many times longer than traditional waxes.

SAFETY

uVCTTM has a minimum COF of 0.7, far exceeding the OSHA requirement of 0.5
and the ADA requirement of 0.6 for walking surfaces.

GREEN TECHNOLOGY

Just Imagine...

uVCT™is a solvent free coating with near-zero VOC emissions. Since stripping is eliminated,
dumping large amounts of water contaminated with caustic stripper and other wastes into
environment are eliminated.

· Reduced floor maintenance costs.
· No more stripping, burnishing
or refinishing.
· Enhancing your buildings
image and appearance with
a floor that maintains its
appearance and lasts much
longer than traditional finishes.
· Maintaining such a floor
with just cleaning.

IMMEDIATE RETURN TO SERVICE

Once applied, the coating is cured using a special UV system turning the finish instantly
from a liquid into a diamond hard service.
FLEXIBLE

uVCT™ is offered in multiple finishes for a variety of applications

Product

Finish

Suggested Use

uVCT™

Textured, High Gloss

uVCT-SAT™

Finely Textured, Lower
Gloss

uVCT-OR™

Untextured, High Gloss

Recommended for most applications with non-abrasive
foot traffic.
For applications where a
lower gloss level and different
texture is desired.
Originally designed for
operating rooms, uVCT-OR™
can be put over a variety of
substrates.

